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Malagasy women literature as a social critique of post-

independence family dynamics 

Sydonie Martial Onisoamino 

Abstract 

This article highlights the social commitment of Malagasy literature by/or about women in 

post-independence context. Addressing gender challenges in local and transnational contexts, 

fictions written by women and men are porous identifiers of intersectional inequalities and 

iniquities in evolving post-independence Malagasy family dynamics. Literatures on gender 

inequality, reproduction, intersectionality of family dynamics, history of gender relations and 

Malagasy literature demonstrate the writers’ capacity for social thinking as they relentlessly 

bring out the evolution of family setups that are influenced by multi-layered intersections of 

class, religious, gender and sexual trajectories since the Malagasy independence. Still 

ambivalent positioning of women and men writers on gendered themes like marriage, 

childbirth and parenting are signs of post-colonial interferences in these creative writings. 

These themes bear redefined values of the family sphere, as gender roles are continually 

reshaped to address day-to-day concerns in an increasingly globalized landscape that proves 

to be multi-level from local to regional, rural to urban, national to transnational.  

Keywords: gender - women literature - social thinking - post-independence - intersection. 

 

Introduction 

Social sciences have not fully taken into account the possibilities of social thinking offered by 

literary works. According to Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o,“a Kenyan novelist, teacher, playwright, 

essayist and political thinker”, “the novel, like the myth and the parable, gives a view of 

society from its contemplation of social life, reflecting it, mirror-like, but also reflecting upon 

it, simultaneously” (qtd. in Adenbawi 2014: 405).This article evidences the fact that Malagasy 

novelists are “social thinkers” who can engage themselves in adverse debates pertaining to 

living conditions in society in given contexts and point to new directions thanks to their 

creative mind. Against this backdrop, the choice of women literature in post-independence 

Madagascar can be one of the numerous ways to explore family dynamics as being politically 

structured at the juncture of gender dynamics. Myra Marx Ferree’s article “Filling the Glass: 
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Gender Perspectives on Families” talks about the complexity of family dynamics as being an 

interplay of gender, class, age, sexuality and race factors but equally of multi-level social 

relations dynamics. Supporting her metaphorical views on the half full and empty glass, she 

found out the full glass level of numerous feminist research works on gender dynamics in 

tackling family dynamics at its micro-level with gender relations being based on power and 

performance. In contrast to this half full picture, 

the emptiness is revealed by the continuing force of functionalism in defining a 

normative standard family, still considering family structure difference in terms of 

deviance (…) and gender as a role in a single institution rather than an inequality that 

cuts across multiple institutions. (Ferree 2010: 420) 

Multi-level power relations noticeable in the literary works will be evidenced as the reflection 

of the Malagasy country’s battle to fight against institutional and structural social 

reproduction of inequalities2, as regards women’s access to education, employment and 

enforced gender policy, being encompassed by gender inequality3.  

Family dynamics in connections with complex socio-historical and cultural influences are 

what Malagasy women literature evidences in their attempt to reflect upon the centrifugal 

vessel that the Malagasy family has become in post-independence context. The studied 

fictions reveal that social practices based on the unanimous fihavanana, the Malagasy family 

sense, have been invariably structured to allow patriarchal cultures to support women’s 

confinement in the private spheres of marriage, childbirth, and parenting within local, 

regional, and transnational care services despite their increasing access to modern external 

empowering structures, like education, waged activities and policy enforcement. In line with 

this socio-historical evolution of family, the choice of the nine fictions is based on critical 

political contexts in Madagascar allowing a context-based study of the Malagasy family 

dynamics.] The fictions belong to three main periods: the first ones belonging to the 1960s 

                                           
2There are different kinds of inequalities with which gender inequality is traversed, such as inequalities based on 
class, race, sexuality, ethnicity, religion. For instance, educational systems being unequally structured between 
public and private education is pointed at by Guy Belloncle as a source of contrast between social classes 
(2003: 47). Class discrimination, we shall see along this analysis of family dynamics conceals other 
discriminations, among others gender, race, sexuality. 
3 Madagascar has engaged itself into fight against gender inequality through different policies and international 
conventions. Lately, it has been a signatory of the Sustainable Development Goals in 2016. 
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includeNy Zanako4I and II by Ratsifandrihamanana and in-between 1960s and 1970s, 

represented by Ho avy ny maraina byEstherRasoloarimalala Randriamamonjy. The second 

ones belong to the 1980s socio-economic crisis related to urban migration and family 

dislocation, including Rafenomanjato’s Le Pétale écarlate and Pierre Emile Ratsimbason’s 

Domohina. The third groups are those published in the millennium period related to the 2000s 

gender policy domestication and the 2015s Sustainable Development Goals represented by 

Navalona written by Zoé Barijaona Rasoazanakolomandimbiarivo, (2000),Sedram-piainana 

by Voninirina Rakotoson (2014),Vato ambany riana by Roël Ranarivelo (2017), Ireo 

Andriambavin’ny fitiavako I and II by R. Aldo Claude/Doctor X, Chandy Rouanne Baru 

(2018), and Rano Sinara Nosy by Fanja Razah (2019). 

1. Term clarifications and cultural background of the Malagasy women literature 

Before going into an in-depth analysis of the social thinking processes of writers as regards 

gender equality challenges in the Malagasy family dynamics in post-independence contexts, 

here is a clarification of some recurrent terms used throughout the analysis: 

-Women literature has a double meaning: on the one hand, it is related to literature 

specifically written by Malagasy women, and on the other hand, it is literature written by men 

and that talks about women and their social and gendered representations of women and men. 

-Social critique: the choice of the nine literary fictions derives from their writers’ social 

involvement and critical positioning towards human and gender issues in specific time periods 

in the country. Such positioning can be assimilated with Wale Adebanwi’s interest in “writers 

whose intense engagements with the nature of existence and questions of knowledge are 

reflected in the interplay of critical perspectives marked by imagination and originality.” 

(2014: 406) The choice of five women writers against four men was also made to grant 

positive discrimination to women according to the Sustainable Development Goal 5 

commitment. 

-Post-independence writers mainly refer to those who belong to the periods between the 1960s 

and the 2000s. Yet, in literature, talking about split in periods to define the generation of 

writers is slippery because these can overlap on different time periods. In his work on the 

                                           
4 The following abbreviations of the fiction titles are used throughout the analysis: ZA for Ny Zanako; HM for 
Ho Avy ny Maraina; PE for Le Pétale Ecarlate; DO for Domohina; NA for Navalona; SEP for Sedram-
piainana; VAR for Vato ambany riana; IAF for Ireo Andriambavy ny Fitiavako; RSN for Rano Sinara Nosy. 
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history of the Protestant School in Madagascar, in 2011, Jean Martel, for example, thinks 

post-independence was triggered by the 1972’s nationalist crisis of malgachisation, in which 

nationalization of the overall socio-economic structure, including education, has been 

launched.  

Likewise, Malagasy fictions belong to various contexts. Though the settings of ZA take place 

in the post-independence period, Clarisse Ratsifandrihamananacan be associated with both 

independence and post-independence periods as she is part of the second generation novelists 

of the 1960s. Similarly, Rafenomanjato in PE, Rasoloarimalala in HM and Ratsimbason in 

DO all relate the 1960s to 1980s social realities. HM exceptionally discusses the 1972s 

historical shift in post-independence Malagasy policy making, and the 1980s’ socio-economic 

crisis related to the country’s shift to the Marxist regime. Post-independence here means some 

inclinations in literature upon reflecting, questioning and revisiting the past in order to gain 

anchored grasp on present social realities. In other words, it is a way to find meaningfulness 

in the present “chaos”.  

In contrast, the millennium fictions NA and VAR tend to be oblivious towards the nation’s 

history and rather focus on the present challenges. Ohers reflect upon return to some bygone 

pre-colonial practices, like the Indian Ocean slave trade in the Middle East in SEP; and 

polygamy in IAF, or debate on the gendered consequences of the twin rejection custom in the 

south eastern part of the island in RSN.  

-Family dynamics is based on the culturally embedded Malagasy family sense or fihavanana, 

literally meaning kinship, which entails a concessional sense of identity between the 

individual and the community in which he/ she belongs. Robert Dubois sees fihavanana as 

life-sustaining in Malagasy culture, indeed family is for the Malagasy an entity that 

encompasses a community sense based on interconnected systems of social and 

environmental elements. It is basically inscribed within their overall quest for harmony with 

their surrounding environment, but also with their Zanahary, literally “I the creator”. This 

environment being their means for and meaning to their livelihood or identity sense, a 

Malagasy man and woman actually finds his/her existential meaning through communal 

integrity within the whole. Marriage, one of the recurrent topics in the fictions under study, is 

seen as a union of two families, not just that of two people and exemplifies thus a horizontal 

community sense of tohiaina or “life continuity”. The vertical community sense of tohiaina is 

materialized by the vault of the ancestors, the latter being direct media between their living 
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progenitors and Zanahary, the Creator. Life process has to be continually cultivated by their 

descendants through different ancestors’ rites and social institutions (Dubois 1998).  

Marriage is then, generally aimed to sustain ancestral lineage continuity, through childbirth 

and parenting, but equally to favour social participation and networking (Kneitz 2014). In line 

with this participatory living thread, the Malagasy family or community sense lies then in a 

circular complementarity, not a hierarchy, between the individuals and the whole. Dubois 

speaks of the Malagasy self-reflection in this assertion: “we are one as a”. Everyone should 

realize the uniqueness of his/her role through their social commitment, for instance, as the 

son/daughter of his/her parents, of their community/nation, as a husband or a wife in his/her 

family, as a mother and father. The married couple union calls them into participatory 

existence through “their destiny as a married couple as well,” when they are regarded as their 

children’s parents, as co-inhabitants under the same roof, or as having the same possession.” 

Thus, “wife and husband are equal” in the Malagasy collective family sense in which “their I 

Creator has united them as one. Sexual union actually seals an indelible stamp on the marital 

couple.” [Les époux sont égaux. C’est Zanahary qui fait que les deux deviennent UN. L’union 

sexuelle 5 imprime une marque indélébile chez les partenaires] (Dubois 1998).  

The plot summary of each text allows to grasp the ambivalent evolution of the collective 

Malagasy family sense in parallel with the ways women and men perform or reshape their 

gender roles, through marriage, childbirth and parenting within the evolving context of the 

post-independence continuum. 

2. Gender scope in the post-independence fictions  

The different fictions under study mirror some post-independence socio-economic realities as 

regards gendered themes such as marriage, childbirth, motherhood and parenting. These 

works illustrate how contextual gender inequality in relation to social class, sexuality, age 

category has been carried on since independence. They both reflect and reflect upon post-

independence Malagasy women’s difficult access to basic empowering resources like 

education and waged jobs due to their fixed gender stances associated with hierarchical sexual 

division of labour and the frailty of the fihavanana collective family sense. Social class battle, 

the momentum of the 1960s and 1970s, is related to youth access to education and its 

gendered feature for young women in independence period.  

                                           
5 Principalement celle suivie d'une naissance.  
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The novels ZA,set in 1967 – a few years after Madagascar’s independence, and HM equally 

relate the story of young women who had the opportunity to access urban empowering 

sources like education a priority for nation building for the young independent country 

(Goguel 2006). However, the gender neutral policy making of the period negatively impacts 

on those women because they are ensnared by gendered social practices that rehearse negative 

discrimination on women. Sahondra, the female protagonist in ZA, had to stop her studies as 

soon as her pregnancy became apparent and was sent away to her childless aunt in 

Mahajanga, a distant region from her hometown – the capital Antananarivo, to save from 

disgrace the respectable middle class family she belongs to. Her parents expected her to return 

home and pursue her studies after giving up her baby to her host family but at the last minute 

of childbirth, Sahondra decided to keep her daughter for herself. Roaming with challenges of 

job seeking and her lover’s condescending attitude, alone in her exile, she acknowledged the 

value of education and decided to resume her studies.  

Ho Avy ny Maraina is also a story whose background is between the battle for independence 

and the 1970s transitional period coinciding with the shift towards malgachisation. It 

addresses the challenge for the young Malagasy nation to re-own its real independence 

because of its failure to apply more inclusive policy making through equal participation of 

each individual, preconized by the fihavanana concept. The story is about ayoung midwife 

Mavo who has just finished her overseas study in the 1970s. Finding a waged job was a 

challenge for the protagonist because of post-colonial practices of gender discrimination and 

invading corruption from urban civil services to rural village transactions (HM 155). After 

much intervention, she could work as a midwife in the local hospital of her hometown 

Moramanga, a historical place known for its bloody 1947 anti-colonial movement. One of the 

many socio-critical interests of the novel lies in the differential portrayal of its male and 

female characters as regards gender role assignments. Whereas Mavo represents the first 

generation of post-independence intellectual women assigned to the subordinate caring role 

linked with the idea of women belonging to the family sphere, her male friends gain more 

professional added value related to the hierarchical sexual division of labour inherited from 

the hierarchical colonial educational system.  

At the juncture of rural and urban spaces, Domohina (1985)and Le Pétale écarlate (1987) 

relate the life paths of two heroines as they launch themselves into youthful experiences in the 

1980s land-sliding socio-economic context which also bears the scars of the colonial past and 
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its receding traditional family value. Rova, the heroine of DO, abruptly decides to leave her 

rural village of Andafiatsimo to the capital Antananarivo after being hurt in her dignity for an 

amorous spleen with Njato, a roaming civil servant who switched to another higher social 

class girl, the much urbanized Andafiavaratra Bako. The story sways between traditional soil 

based ethos and a modernist trend in which family construction is a matter of social class 

subverting that is based on decisive honour keeping and fate. With her guiding friend Beby, a 

better-positioned girl who has migrated from the modest family life of Andafiatsimo to the 

modern lifestyle of Andafiavaratra, Rova finds out that education and jobs are the only assets 

she badly needs to subvert her second class position. Like the women in the previous fictions, 

Rova discovers that access to these primary empowering resources for women are also subject 

to gendered power relations. In the risky urban setting, men are admittedly better equipped 

than women because the latter are often urged to protect their human and woman dignity.  

Rova manages to get a job as a managing director assistant and even has access to her 

mother’s once denied urban family betrothal as she becomes the fiancée of the CEO’s son. 

Like in the previous novels, thanks to her effort to educate herself, she has got her degree at 

all costs. Marriage is however viewed as an ultimate concession for any professional women 

like Rova, Beby her protective friend, and mother who finds through the union of two families 

an opportunity to widen their socio-economic networking.  

If such is the gendered access to empowering education and job in DO which considers 

marriage as happy ending, Felana, the female protagonist of PE, similarly highlights the 

challenges of the 1980s young women’s urban migration. This route to social mobility 

promised by Antananarivo is paved with many gendered stumbling blocks. Whereas in DO, 

social networking - the Malagasy sense of family- is still regarded as a strong asset for 

anonymous young girls in the capital of Madagascar, Felana in PE would rather learn to 

disengage herself from social ties that are full of dubious entrapments.  

Set at the dawn of Madagascar’s independence and stretching throughout the 1980s urban life 

experiences, this fiction is about the tumultuous story of Felana who is of royal descent 

andwhose life fate is a hide-and-seek with luck and fight for survival.This flimsy context 

mirrors the post-independence Malagasy battle for day-to-day livelihood. Born in an 

extremely customary family and on the ill-fated birth of Alakaosy, Felana and her kins were 

ostracized by the whole village that used to depend on their powerful grand parents’ land. One 

Christmas Eve, the child Felana became abruptly orphan due to an accidental fire in her 
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beloved grandparents and parents’ noble family. An incident which recalled her ill-fated birth 

date, she had to leave her peripheral rural village to escape the superstitious villagers’ wrath; 

she was thus placed in a sister conventuntil she reached the age of 18.  

In parallel with her young inexperienced nation, Felana’s first introduction to the urban space 

and its public professional sphere started with her acknowledgement of her lack of experience 

concerning the duplicity of gender interactions. These interactions are represented by fishy 

men, like the husband of the jealous employer she was recommended to work for as a baby 

sitter. His only goal was to take advantage of her innocence and alluring physical trait, just 

like what Rova also felt in DO. Failing to obtain her first care giving job, her pride and desire 

to fight for her own autonomy prevent her from going back to the overprotective sisters’ wall. 

Homeless, and exhausted from roaming with a heavy suitcase in her hands, Felana had to 

address many challenges to her female dignity. Thanks to her cleverness and know how, 

swiftly has she become a dependable skilful executive manager in Eddy Marshall’s mining 

company. This urban professional success would make her oblivious of her bruised past, but 

her amorous adventure with her foreign lover toppled her fragile harmonious quest.  

Whereas the previous fictions belong to the post-independence straddling socio-political 

period, linked with the quest for the lost family sense and women’s empowerment, the 

following fictions all belong to the millennium liberal and global contexts in which the 

Millennium Development Goals6 and lately the Sustainable Development Goals7 are 

implemented in the country: 

Contrary to PE and DO that sets more mobile women prototypes, the novel Navalona,titled 

after the heroine’s name and published in the 2000s gender policy era, epitomizes women’s 

fixed private roles and concerns. Navalona had just got her final secondary degree like Hery, 

her boyfriend and classmate. Unexpected bad news of Hery’s father’s work accident and its 

consequent death changed the personal schemes of the young couple. Hery, having to take full 

charge of his siblings neglected by their long divorced mother, decided to commit himself in 

his father’s countryside farming despite Navalona’s strong opposition. At the image of the 

                                           
6 The MDGs had 8 priority goals including the third one which is the gender equality one aimed at empowering 
women to contribute more in their country’s development. 
7 Since 2015, based on the evaluation of achievements being done over the course of the 15 years, the MDGs 
have been extended and redefined by the UN into the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for other 15 years. 
The SDGs include 17 targets, one of them is gender equality. Being enforced since January 2016 in 
Madagascar, implementing strategies for achieving the SDGs has been supported by UNDP, the UN primary 
representative7 in the country. 
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self-made president Ravalomanana of the time, Navalona’s boyfriend eventually resumed his 

studies away from her, while managing his family farming to become a self-accomplished 

man. Hery was eventually much more praised compared to Navalona who had always 

depended on parents’ support for her success. On her side, Navalona fully devoted herself to 

her medical studies, while trying hard to keep her first fire alive in spite of their long 

separation, and ignoring people’s talks on her back for her delayed marriage. The acquirement 

of her medical degree unleashed her parent’s wish, more particularly her mother’s long 

repressed desire, to urge her into marriage. Her mother’s choice had been deeply set on a 

young bachelor professor. Navalona’s mother even arranged a party to announce their 

betrothal in public, while her father secretly plotted a surprise encounter between his daughter 

and Hery. Series of incidents came over as her mother passes out on discovering her failing 

strategy and her father was hit by a car while defending his wife from running after her 

daughter. The story ends with the death of the father, the redemption of the mother with self-

accomplished Hery, and Navalona’s happy urban wedding. This fiction is a transitional work 

between a standard family type and a reshaped one in the millennium context which sees 

Malagasy family as vulnerably impacted by globalization. 

Voninirina Rakotoson’s SEP (2014), an autobiographical novel, reflects Nirina’s global “life 

challenge”, the meaning of the story’s title. It mirrors most vulnerable women’s conditions 

related to their migrant status in transnational caring labour as their female gender role is 

confined in domestic spheres related to family management. Despite her higher education in 

French studies, Nirina, the female author, was entrapped into nine months’ caring activities in 

four successive Lebanese families due to deceitful job contracts. She is a single mother who 

used to be a FRAM8 teacher when she decided to jump into the opportunity offered by a 

placement agency for Middle East labour. Leaving her two daughters to her brother’s 

household, she had to adjust herself to rough working conditions with the following common 

features: her being regarded as a voiceless, nonhuman and robot-like Other. The story shows 

subjectively unequal power relations that operated between the female social groups 

themselves in their full and close daily contact (63) in internal caring labour context. As she 

was finally placed in a higher status family for a longer period of time, she had to deal with 

co-workers’ power relations in parallel with pressure from the ministry’s wife. Thanks to a 

                                           
8 Abbreviation of Fikambanan’ny Ray aman-dreninin’ny Mpianatra or association of students’ parents who in 
liberal context of state disengagement since late 1980s take part in voluntary teachers’ financial support through 
their salary payment or crop provision in rural areas. Teachers’ livelihood then depend on the parents’ capacity 
to support them or not. 
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small window of opportunity offered by opening social networking and internet, with the 

support of religious association protecting subjugated immigrants, she could resort to legal 

protection of her rights and escape subjugation from the placement agency and her top leader 

employers. At the end, she could go back home to take care of her two long neglected 

daughters. 

In parallel with the glass ceiling challenges for educated Malagasy single mothers like Nirina 

in SEP, whose intellectual potential is thwarted by local and transnational emphasis on their 

caring gender roles, Ranarivelo Roël’s Vato ambany riana (2016), literally meaning “rocks 

under a waterfall”, is written in the context of urban Malagasy young girls’ precocious 

marriage. First prize winner of a 2016 literary contest aimed at combating such plight, within 

the gender equality goal (SDGs 5), it relates in a multi-vocal scope the reproductions of 

gender inequality through gendered experiences of love, marriage, and maternity of the 

female characters in the central part of Madagascar. As reflected through the previous 

fictions, gender inequality is basically seen as structural in that young women’s access to 

empowering resources like education, to waged job, and legal protection is limited by their 

gendered status. The story is related through flashback memories from Ravo, Bodo’s teacher, 

who convinces the destitute young girl out of her wish to get married precociously hoping to 

escape her large family’s poverty. Bodo’s youthful desire reminds Ravo of her and her elder 

sister’s earlier youthful gendered challenges in their parent-free life style when they pursued 

their university studies in the capital city of Antananarivo.  

In line with multi-level structural and intersectional reproductions of gender inequality in 

urban and regional family setups seen in VAR, IAF (2018), a novel co-authored by R. Aldo 

Claude and Chandy Rouan Batsu, accounts for gendered social practices related with rising 

polygamous practice in SDG5 interconnected regional tropes. This novel is a synthetic view 

on the millennium ambivalent perceptions of gender equality viewed through different themes 

related to family structure such as marriage, sexuality, parenting, and motherhood. In parallel 

with VAR and SEP where family is shaped around the contrasted stereotypes of dominant 

male breadwinners and dependent female subordinates, in which the uniqueness of the 

individual preconized by the fihavanana does not account for gender equality, IAF reproduces 

the accrued male-biased family and professional structures in different regions throughout the 

country (IAF II: 13; 88). Aina, the male hero of the novel, is a mobile adventuresome chief of 

households who is bent on extending his amorous conquests (IAF II: 10) towards women of 
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mixed social backgrounds. He started his conquests during his university medical course 

studies (IAF II: 37) and carried on during his inter-regional numerous job contracts. His long 

distance employments favour his increasing acquaintances with different women of different 

social classes, ranging from lower, middle, and higher classes with mixed ages. Snapshots of 

opposing signs from his women are registered with jealous Malala (IAF II: 95-8) and 

suspicious Liza who inquired about her new younger rival Tina in Antsirabe (IAF II: 

69).Gradually, Aina manages to convince all of them about his modern theory of polygamous 

family system in which he plays the central unifying role across distance loving experiences 

with Malala and Noro (IAF II 81), fathering (IAF II: 116-9; 36) and reinforced sorority 

between the concubines and maternal presence for Noro and Liza or Malala’s cases (IAF II: 

82). 

Relational and intersectional gender inequality from local to regional and global settings is 

reinstated in Fanja Razah’ s Rano sinara nosy (2018), a novel which has won the first prize in 

the 2019s Nirhy Lanto fiction literary contest called Rindrambolana sy koloteny9 . Under 

publishing process at the time of writing, it accounts for the encounter of two young students 

in higher secondary school who became best friends in Antananarivo and who were separated 

by the girl’s parents for ethnic and social class reasons. She had a fortunate life in the capital 

as she was adopted by a wealthy family whereasher male twinbelonged to a modest social 

class family. None of them knew they were twins until they came across each other some 

years later while she came back as a transnational woman who had studied and got married in 

Canada. She was trying to find her Malagasy family ties in the South Eastern part of 

Madagascar when she came across her former boyfriend, now a teacher, from whom she 

learnt her region’s custom about twin rejection; a custom she was victim of, in some ways.  

The summaries of the eight fictions under analysis gave us a glimpse into how Malagasy 

family concept has been continuously reshaped through gendered social relations across 

different socio-political contexts, namely the critical independence context, the 1970s 

nationalists struggle, the 1980s socio-economic distress with social class gap widening and 

the millennium free enterprising liberal context which is linked with Madagascar’s entry into 

the global policy.  

 

                                           
9 Literally meaning harmonious words and language culture 
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3. Revisiting family sense in post-independence fictions through gendered themes  

In spite of resisting images of un-concessional practices like single motherhood in post-

independence context, the institution of marriage is topical as most novels evidence in their 

female protagonists’ craze to get married. Ny Zanako is a critical woman literature on the 

position of “deviant” women like the heroine who did not meet the networking Malagasy 

family expectations and Christian moral standard. As Sahondra in ZA found back her 

adventuresome lover in Mahajanga, now a respectable married man, she desperately hoped to 

become his wife. She resumed her studies and read for the bar to impress him while doing 

teaching jobs. In effect, women’s education is still regarded by all the writers, women and 

men, as the only best route for the Malagasy women’s empowering in the post-independence 

context with its economic challenges. Marriage, in spite of the social prestige for the 

individual Malagasy women, has to be supported by their financial independence. Even so 

important is it for socially stigmatized categories of women, like single mothers, epitomized 

by the female protagonist Sahondra in ZA. Entrapped by unduly maternity, young Sahondra, 

had to face up desperate maternal duty and love affairs which both ended up in failure as she 

also lost daughter to cancer and her much chased-after father. Marriage has become the 

concessional means for the individuals between their Malagasy communal fihavanana and the 

Christian monogamous family model, so that single mothers like Sahondra who do not 

comply with the hybrid family standard find it hard to feel recognized. Her guilty sense is 

related to her inability to fulfil two roles; the first one being her gendered social role in the 

Malagasy collective sense still dictated by unanimously social standards based on the 

extension kinship with the couple’s unions. The second one is the maternal role in compliance 

with Christian morality that sustains marriage in modern times. Her challenges reflect the 

post-independence reproductions of inequalities based on the colonial hierarchical labour 

division which still influences girls’ education aiming at preparing women for their spousal 

role versus preparing men for civil services (RNDH 2003: 64). In effect, her gender belonging 

is intertwined with social class category, as she became a second class citizen, associated with 

vulnerability linked to her dependent gender status. The following extract on her decision to 

take full charge of herself and her newly born baby reveals her complex gender challenges: 

She could clearly see…that she could not stay any longer with the couple as a 

permanent charge for them…She additionally endeavoured to find a job because her 
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ability to take care of her daughter depended on her ability to be autonomous. That was 

why she struggled to find a job. 

[Hitany misoritra mazava …fa tsy tokony hipetraka eto amin’izy mivady intsony toy ny 

enta-mavesatra izy. …Tsy nitsahatra koa izy nitady lalana hatrany hahazoany asa 

satria fantany fa arakaraka ny fahavitany tena no hahatanterahan’ny faniriany hitaiza 

ny zanany ary nanao izay hevitra rehetra hahitany asa izy] (ZA 80-1). 

As Sahondra struggles for her real autonomy from her host family in Mahajanga, eager to take 

her baby as their own, her individual battle reflects the post-independence women’s fight for 

dignity in the face of the reproductive expectations from Malagasy women tied to marriage 

and maternity (RNDH 2003: 38). As Gastineau and Ravaozanany’s gender survey on gender 

and education unveils « schooling for these girls seems to be the unique alternative to escape 

marriage or prostitution. It permits them to live on their own » [La scolarisation apparaît, 

pour ces filles, comme l’unique alternative en dehors du mariage ou de la prostitution. Elle 

permet notamment de vivre seule] (Gastineau, Ravaozanany 2011).  

In parallel with Sahondra’s feminist outcry in ZA, Mavo the newly overseas graduated 

midwife in HM, has also got a family pressure due to her age to get married and subsequently 

fulfil her societal role as a mother. Women’s education is optimized in HM as Mavo had no 

real financial challenge in keeping her household in parallel with taking charge of her niece’s 

education, despite her husband’s abrupt murder. Indeed, whereas community support linked 

with the fihavanana prevailed in the past, individualistic sense has definitely toppled women’s 

traditional homely power. In line with marital pressure on educated young girls, rural Rova, in 

DO, has instantly let her studies down on hearing her deceitful fiancé’s proposal to marry her. 

His promise to marry her has not however prevented him from instantly changing his mind for 

a higher social status girl (DO: 32). Wounded in her pride for failed marriage proposal Rova 

decides to migrate to Tana, in expectation of better social status to challenge her defeat: “I am 

ready to do my best, and retaliate the defeat of Andafiatsimo. I have to leave my home 

village. I can no longer stay here even for one day. I will leave it for good.” [Vonona aho 

hisikina, hamaly ny faharesen’Andafitsimo. Tsy maintsy mandao an’Antanàna aho. Tsy 

hahapetraka eto aho na dia andro iray fotsiny aza aho. Handositra ity toerana ity aho] (DO: 

48). The same trend in marriage desire can be traced out in PE, through Felana’s drive to find 

loving elixir to keep Eddy, her saviour and subsequent lover, for herself.  
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Within the millennium global policy making, Navalona is a novel written in 2000s gender 

policy context. However, itrepresents the gap in gender equality awareness and application in 

the millennium context, due to social class disruption and state disengagement, which heralds 

the need for the individual autonomous self-reliance. It equally highlights the paradoxically 

stagnant roles of and expectations from the urban educated women to be housewives 

regardless of their intellectual potential. Following reproduction of gendered division of 

labour in millennium context, VAR unfolds young Malagasy women’s increasing propensity 

to opt for early marriage. Such unsustainable decision is depicted as compromising their 

educational path and their self-fulfilment. Repeated maternity due to irresponsible husbands 

and flimsy relations with men for the case of Bodo’s mother’s marital experience leads to 

inability for her children to pursue their studies for poverty: “the grandmother’s old age 

pension cannot cover the numerous children’s school fees. Raharimanana’s meagre return 

from linen washing and ironing and small sales cannot make ends meet” [Tsy ampy 

hampianarana iretsy ankizy ny fisotron-drononon-dRamatoabe. Zara raha mahatody volana 

ny karama sasa lamba sy pasoka ary varobarotra ataon-dRaharimanana] (VAR: 105). A 

ripple effect of untimely decision to get married induces Bodo to interrupt her project-

supported lyceum studies for a thoughtless marriage scheme with a young sectarian preacher. 

As for Bako, she had lost opportunity to be autonomous because of her eagerness to get 

married with Tojo while they are still university students. Her sister Ravo was also likely to 

repeat her sister’s earlier mistake if she had not perceived her constant failure in her 

relationship with men. Only Ravo pursued her studies to become a dedicated teacher before 

taking time to engage or not in true relationship with a man. She, as a gender-sensitive 

teacher, has helped Bodo, her student, make the right decision not to marry the preacher who 

also wanted to profit her in her moment of distress. Education does not automatically pave the 

way to gender equality for Bako and Ravo and Bodo and other minor female characters 

(Bodo’s mother) as they are still tied with the essentialist view on women’s maternal and 

wifely role which confine them to private sphere that put them as eternal victims: of 

dissatisfied housewife for Bako, of GBV for Ravo, of unwanted pregnancy for Bodo’s 

mother, of potential early marriage for Bodo. Effect of their education on financial 

independence is scarcely mentioned in the fiction. Ravo reports about her newly married 

sister’s attachment to her parents’ house in this extract:  
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I was given independent room downstairs when the new couple was given the upper 

room. The man’s wages were, as they told, not enough to cover house rent, because 

he had been hired since yesterday. 

[Natokana irery tao ambony rihana aho raha tany ambany izy roa. Tsy ampy 

hanofana trano, hono, ny karaman-dRangahy fa asa vao tratra omaly moa] (VAR 

21).  

University degree has not conferred young women with secure public interactions and waged 

job. Instead parents’ contribution (VAR 110) and house inheritance are their sole means for 

subsistence (VAR: 85- 110). Indeed, the story gives a glimpse at the millennium liberal 

“chaos,” in Adebanwi’s term, which is characterized by state disengagement and rising NGOs 

commitment in social works as socio-economic vulnerability is acutely felt by most Malagasy 

families, hit by drastic unemployment. There is no recourse to justice in case of gender- based 

violence but rather law of silence prevails for lack of information on policy making as regards 

such woman’s plight, because laws on its punishment were still incremental not effective in 

the context of the fiction. Only in 2021 was the bill passed at the Assembly. This particular 

fiction demonstrates that “In the context of different levels of deep decay or even the collapse 

of the state, (…) the (…) writer “has had as much data for social reflection as she/he has been 

confronted with (…) the ‘unbearable heaviness of things’”(Adenbanwi 2014: 414 ). 

Further to socio-economic un-safety felt by both genders in different manners, family 

networking is progressively shrinking with nuclear family model as post-independence and 

millennium fictions reveal. The traditional Malagasy community sense based on large family 

is linked with the original essence of living continuity and the union of two families from 

marriage (Dubois 1998; Gastineau, Ravaozanany 2013). Still, « rules on residence evolve: as 

the patriarchal residence prevails (meaning the wife joins the residential village of her 

husband), with land pressure » [Les règles de résidence évoluent : si la règle reste la 

résidence patrilocale (l’épouse rejoint le village de résidence de son mari), avec la pression 

foncière](Gastineau, Ravaozanany 2013).The newly married couple who have more financial 

independence today choose their place of residence. We can observe this in the much local 

based novels of the 1980s DO orin the urbanized 2000s NA when the newly married couple 

prefers founding a nuclear family independently from the traditional large family favoured by 

the fihavanana kinship cohabitation. The patriarchal system of locality based on women’s 

access to the male ancestors’ homeland, inherited “at least” from “the fourth/tenth century” 
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Arabic nomadic encounters (Sicar 2011: 101) has definitely evolved from village rootedness 

to the “hasina,” symbolized by the family vault (Willame 1994: 166) to external residence of 

the newly founded family.  

Furthermore, acquired with the woman’s negotiating skill in pre-colonial time, “monogamy is 

regarded as a major female conquest provided by the male spouse in exchange of the 

woman’s moving out of the matriarchal residence” [la monogamie est présentée comme une 

conquête feminine fondamentale que l’époux offre en échange de l’abandon de la 

matrilocalité] (Andrianjafitrimo 2003: 32). With the advent of Christianity, the monogamous 

marital system has been reinforced to become the mainly acceptable family model (IAF I: 

130; 168), specifically in the central part of the island in which Christian values dominate. 

Most families described in the fictions under study are monogamous. In this vein, coexisting 

polygamous systems (Andrianjafitrimo), being regarded as not politically correct since the 

C18th Christian moral education (RNDH 2003: 38) have been erased from the post-

independence literatures (Rajaona 2000) until they are here reintegrated in the 2018 novel 

IAF. As IAF evidences, marriage, the institutional foundation of the Malagasy family and 

extensively firenena10 is constantly redefined by oppositional discourses brought by 

intercultural encounters, with various overlapping temporal spaces in which timeframes are 

constructed and deconstructed (Marimotou 2006 : 131).  

Basically, the Arabic polygamous social practices had been largely accepted in the Malagasy 

family setups, as the “vadibe” or the first wife concede to accept the arrival of new co-

wife/ves or “vady masay” in exchange to the husband’s offering her relative compensation 

gifts (Andrianjafitrimo 2003: 57). To extend his kingdom, through the installation of the vady 

fampiandriantany king Andrianampoinimerina used polygamy to obtain other regional kings’ 

favourable alliance (Andrianjafitrimo 2003: 57; RNDH 2003; IAF I: 74-5). In parallel with 

the essentialist vision of tohiainawhich sustains the fact of having numerous children 

mattered so much so (Andrianjafitrimo 2003: 57) as the fact of having numerous sisters for a 

man (Dubois 1990), the concept of sorority will be reinvented and reorganized under male 

prerogatives through co-wives’ acquired sisterhood in 2018s IAF. Co-authored by male author 

Aldo or Dr X and female authoress Chandy, the 2018’s IAF, relates with semi-

autobiographical references, a resistant polygamous system that came back in force, probably 

                                           
10 From its root, « reny » means mother is the basis of the term nation in the Malagasy family sense; whereas it 
is “patrie” from “père” or father for the French. Such conceptual difference highlights the traditionally 
matriarchal system of the Malagasy family dynamics. 
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as a virulent response to the materialistic and individualistic drive brought by liberalism (IAF 

I: 162) but equally with an ambivalent positioning towards the 1990s gender equality policy 

and lately the SDGs 5 (Ravalomanana 1996). Aina, the male protagonist in IAF is basically a 

mixed prototype of mobile and traditional post-independence man who multiplies jobs from 

doctor to company manager to road constructor in liberal context of Malagasy currency 

devaluation (IAF I: 21-2). Associated with the lasting image of mobile male breadwinner, 

various job contracts carry him to different cultural encounters through multi-level regional 

adventures where he meets most of his successive female conquests, who in the long or 

medium run become his co-wives. His bargaining power towards women who are at first 

resistant to his polygamous habits makes his women concede with his polygamous trend in 

exchange for his equal charge to his numerous children’s welfare ( IAF II 118-9). As shown in 

the following lines:“Hanitra did not try to argue against me, but instead agreed with 

everything I told her, (…) she did not worry about my phone calls with Liza and Noro.” [Tsy 

namolaka ahy mihitsy i Hanitra fa nanaiky izay zavatra rehetra noteneniko taminy, (…) tsy 

nampaninona azy mihitsy ny firesahako an-telefaonina amin-dry Liza sy ry Noro.] (IAF II: 

111) Reinvesting in much neglected traditional marital practices, (IAF I: II:141-145; IAF II: 

116-118) by successively defending his arguments from references to the Bible, sciences and 

royal customs history, he succeeds in setting up to polygamous marital system and collective 

parenting through sorority of concessional concubines (IAF II: 82). In contrast with his non-

negotiable polygamous trend, he encourages women’s financial autonomy through their 

access to income-generating activities (IAF 146) and skill-oriented jobs (IAF 90-1) to 

complement his imperative fatherly duty sense concerning children’s charge paying, despite 

his roaming style (IAF II: 119). This novel is exceptionally interesting in its antagonistic 

positioning towards the standard monogamous family structure, in urban trope, as it stood out 

with its relentless evaluation of the anti-polygamous Christian morality based on faked 

faithfulness (IAF I: 185) which he regards as spoiling the Malagasy men’s virility (IAF 74-5) 

in many ways. Its socio-historical value additionally lies in its depiction of neo-traditional 

masculinity: according to Aina, the polygamous male protagonist, Malagasy men who are 

denied of their polygamous inclination would have irresponsible extra-marital relations and 

neglect innocent youthful girls once they are pregnant for fear of defying the well-established 

moral standard (IAF I 74). Such irresponsible behaviour destroys the future of the mothers of 

the nation, as Aina sees it, and extensively the family sense being the foundation of the 

country (IAF I 74; 187). These ambiguous positions towards women and sexuality probably 

have to do with the fiction being co-authored by male and female novelists. Both writers seem 
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to concede to demonstrate the challenge of redefining manhood and womanhood in liberal 

contexts of regional mobility in which men mainly take part. Despite gender equality policy, 

and women’s access to education and waged job, male-biased practical customs in different 

regions still prevail in the millennium gendered social relations and socio-political structures. 

In spite of the existence of oppositional family discourses like the reinvented polygamy in 

IAF, the value of dominantly monogamous family setup in a prevailing Christian socio-

cultural landscape is reinforced by its major elements: childbirth and motherhood. Like 

marriage, this basic part of family ethos equally sways between normative and antagonistic 

social practices. There is a Malagasy saying: “marrying implies companionship, giving birth 

implies having descendants” [Ny anambadian-ko namana, iterahan-ko dimby], the individual 

Malagasy women’s fulfilment is essentially conditioned by their capacity to become mothers, 

through marriage, being generally recognized as the final goal of any Malagasy women “pour 

la reconnaissance sociale” “for social recognition” (Green 2000: 311). Such is the joy of 

motherhood, imparted by the new mothers helped by midwife Mavo, the female protagonist in 

the 1980’s Ho avy ny maraina by Esther Rasoloarimalala Randriamamonjy. Pre-conditioned 

by such social prerogative of womanhood, childless women can lose their mind for not being 

able to bear a child, up to committing thoughtless deeds as exemplified in this sequence: 

Cries, shouting, and a bang can be heard from upstairs. The midwife Mavo could not 

help rushing up, followed by the baby’s mother.  

Sturdy women who both follow medical treatment at the maternity hospital can be 

seen pulling out each other’s in the middle of the room. Their friends rush in to 

separate them. 

-What’s wrong? Asked the midwife who stood at the door. 

-These women are going crazy, their friends replied. 

 

[Kiakiaka, antsoantso, dobodoboka tao ambony rihana. Tsy naharitra Rasazy fa 

nihazakazaka niakatra, narahan’ilay renin-jaza avy ao aoriana. 

Vehivavy samy matanjaka, samy mitsabo tena ao amin’ny toby fiterahana no indreo 

mifanongo-bolo eo afovoan-trano, ifandombahan’ireo namany hosarahina. 
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-Inona izao? Hoy Rasazy etsy am-baravarana. 

-Lasa adala ireto vehivavy ireto, hoy iretsy namany] (HM 151). 

One can pity these two adult women who are desperately struggling for a child for whom they 

do not have any right. It was introduced earlier that the real mother has come to remove their 

hopes to become mothers. This narrative is a subtle irony towards the socio-cultural pressure 

on Malagasy women that strongly affects their behaviour. In a society where a young girl’s 

future is not only conditioned by marriage but specifically by maternity, women are 

constantly obsessed by maternity as instanced in this passage as well as by Mavo’s fear lest 

she should not bear a child (HM 146). Childless women sometimes risk losing their common 

sense because their culturally determined female dignity is at stake. The idealistic Malagasy 

fihavanana is to be “the most united possible with a large number of people” [le plus UN 

possible avec le plus grand nombre possible de personnes],should they fail to perform their 

traditional gender role of living vessel, especially aimed at ‘the on-going ancestor-descendent 

relationship” (Green 2000: 313; Dubois 2000), their individual life will be meaningless and 

full of bitterness. In fact, their marriage can be compromised as it is the case for the younger 

childless woman in the above passage who asks for Mavo’s help to cure her and have a baby 

to save her marriage (HM 152). In the worst cases, childless women cannot be buried in the 

family tomb of her husband’s ancestors. This rejection is the ultimate punishment because 

being refused access to the ancestral tomb is the utmost curse for any Malagasy11.  

Women who experienced painful loss through maternity are traumatized due to complex 

psychological and social pressures linked with their socially constructed essentialist 

reproductive role (Resta 2012). Such is the tragic impression felt in the 2018s Rano Sinara 

Nosy by Fanja Razahcoming back to her hometown in Mananjary;the heroine unexpectedly 

met her former boyfriend and told him the inner pain she had felt for the loss of her inborn 

child in Canada, the host country where she had studied then settled into marriage with a 

foreigner. Maternity and parenting are correlatively enhancing to married women, be it at 

home or overseas. Still, children born outside marriage are generally set aside by their male 

genitors, as instanced by Zanako, a fiction in which the single mother Sahondra has to make 

do with what her lover wanted to provide their daughter with. Indeed, a child of unknown 

                                           
11 Ref. to Women’s Struggle to Redefine Gender Role in Mama Day (1988) by Gloria Naylor and Ho Avy Ny 
Maraina (1983) by Esther Rasoloarimalala Randriamamonjy, by Onisoamino Sydonie Martial, a Master 
Dissertation, 2007, pp. 50-1. 
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father can change the course of the family lineage, whereas it is not the case for an unknown 

mother, as Aina, the male progenitor of his 6 concubines hammered out in IAF (IAF I 168-9). 

However, in pre-Christian fihavanana period of Dubois when life essence prevailed, “a 

woman who has given birth was considered an excellent match.” Maternity used to ensure 

superior status for all women “at least equal to that of men” in that “women, as mothers 

clearly played a central part in the process, and consequently received all the respect that was 

due to such vital agents in the life of the social group” (Rabenoro 2005a: 6). In a time when 

child mortality was so high due to lack of appropriate medical care, motherhood linked with 

women’s essential group-sustaining value used to be the best asset for women, up to be her 

bargaining power. Marrying a single mother was then accepted for her capacity to perpetuate 

the group lineage, and extensively her country’s12 (Rabenoro 2005a; Dubois 1990). Today, 

“an adolescent mother is now likely to remain single for the rest of her life” (Rabenoro 2012c) 

so that girl pregnancy has become much feared for parents due to their internalized gendered 

education on safe sex. Young girls’ fear to be engrossed outside marriage, and for boys to 

engross is so strong (Rabenoro 2012c; Gastineau 2005), as is instanced in VAR (2017). Young 

girls in this fiction are often summoned to be careful with male partners for fear of unprepared 

pregnancy and its consequent economic charge for parents. Consequently, youth maternity 

has been tagged early pregnancy. In addition, daughters coming of age are often recalled of 

the need to be vigilant with their interactions with men (Rabenoro 2012 c.), for fear of being 

called loose girls. Chastity is the mot d’ordre for deeply Christian groomed Rova in DO, up to 

bringing her to the verge of insanity. Astray from her rural homeland, and tutored by Randria, 

a married male benefactor, in the capital, would she run away for fear of “ruining herself” 

and, de facto his marriage (DO: 209-210) for mere affectionate gestures.  

Basically, lack of economic support from community is the root cause of fear for single 

motherhood, but where there’s marriage in profile, parents and youths do not mind much of 

their children’s young age. Here, age, gender, sexuality and class categories are 

interconnected with the financial stake of gender social practices as regards family standard 

based on marriage and maternity. Indeed, in monetized liberal context, numerous children are 

considered a burden to family, the same to single or divorced mothers who are neglected by 

their family relatives (IAF I: 74). It is a contrast to traditional family in which “a child is 

perceived” according to the tohiaina, of “the ancestors’ living that sustains his/her” people 

                                           
12 Firenena from its root reny is the meaning of nation, opposed to the “patrie” of the French, from père. This 
implies an epistemological cultural difference between the two cultures.  
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(Dubois 1998). VAR additionally unfolds women’s limited choices as regards maternity due to 

irresponsible masculinity so much criticized by the hero in IAF as husbands who only engross 

young women and yet do not take full charge of his household. Such is the case of Manana, 

Bodo’s mother’s marital experience, who had repeated maternity that increases family charge 

up to hinder her elder children’s education in urban context. So motherhood has simply lost 

its value (Rabenoro 2005a: 8) in equilibrating power relations in married couple. 

This analysis of post-independence family dynamics in the Malagasy women literature 

evidences antagonistic tensions around family sense in overlapping spatial and time frames 

that intersect across other social categories, as obviously instanced by the value of marriage 

and its correlated underpinnings, like childbirth, motherhood and parenting. The value of 

unity through marriage denotes lasting traditional social practices coexisting with subversive 

gender practices brought about by individualistic modern ones. Marriage, an institutional 

means for family and community building, remains the idealistic future for any Malagasy 

women, from rural and urban areas, in all the post-independence novels under study. From the 

urban women in the 1960s ZA of Clarisse Ratsifandrihamanana to first post-independence 

generations of women intellectual Mavo in HM, to migrant and mobile rural young girls in the 

1980s DO of Pierre Emile Ratsimbason and Ratsifandrihamanana’s PE or the 2000s NA of 

Zoe Barijaona. In contrast to traditionally normative Malagasy marriage, supported by 

Christian morality, being understood as a contract between a man and a woman and their two 

families for respect of “living continuity” throughFihavanana. There are oppositional 

categories, such as the much stigmatized status of single mother in the 1960s ZA, and 

divorced women in the 2000s NA or the vulnerable migrant mother in transnational care 

chain/drain labour in the 2014s SEP.SEP informs on the risky global chain networks which 

induce a drastic brain and mostly care drain in local family dynamics which have long relied 

on Malagasy maternal role for lack of robust migration policy from local country (Verschuur 

2009; Green 2000). Some social practices related to marriage, childbirth and motherhood, 

parenting are also revisited as instanced by the reshaped polygamy in IAF, a family practice in 

royal time, which was however banned in liberal family policy (Ravalomanana 1996). Still, 

the female novelists’ critical positioning around family categorization as normative or 

“deviant” in Ferree’s term questions in ZA and SEP the lasting value of the traditional 

husband and wife ancestral unity of marriage linked with the Malagasy family sense of unity. 

Tensions around choices between Christian family standard and traditional Malagasy family 
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setup points to on-going societal transformations in Malagasy society through constant 

challenges of the collective and inclusive fihavanana. 

Conclusion 

Briefly, post-independence Malagasy fiction mirrors and reflects upon the contextual 

evolution of family dynamics in the country, as being an interplay of multiple gendered social 

factors in which womanhood and manhood are continually challenged. It interestingly tackles 

the spiny concerns on human rights and gender equality, evidenced by the debatable twin 

rejection in RSN, which remain nebulous in the Malagasy influential arena. Indeed, in the way 

it perceives overlapping and multiple realities, it “tells a lot about the culture, social structure 

and politics of the society, in specific contexts,” as it “can reveal more about customs, 

conflicts, stresses, changes, and transformations than does all the formal scholarship of 

historians and social scientists.” (Adenbawi 2014: 407). This analysis, thus, hopes to raise 

public awareness upon the necessity to optimize women literature being a potential means for 

public education.  
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